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Dear Elizabeth,

Please find attached an expertise matrix for a pool of eight potential reviewers who responded to
our search to conduct the review of EPA's Updated Criteria Document for Chloramines. The
matrix includes the names, affiliations and self-rated expertise ofthe candidates who responded
to our search (H=High expertise, M=Medium expertise, and L=Low Expertise). Kate Sehalk has
reviewed the CV's and Conflict of Interest forms for all. From this pool, ERG is proposing the
first five candidates: Richard Bull, Joseph Cotmvo, June Dunnick, Michael Plewa, and Robert
Tardiff to conduct the review. I am also attaching the resumes for the five proposed reviewers.
Please let us know in writing as soon as possible whether you concur that all candidates
identified meet the specific selection criteria for this review. If so,ERG will secure the five final
reviewers to conduct the review, prepare reviewer packages, and begin the review. Thank you.
Kind Regards,
Laurie Waite
Peer Review Coordinator
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Laurie Waite
Peer Review Manager
Conference Management Group
Eastern Research Group, Inc.
1 10 Hartwell Avenue
Lexington, MA 02421
Phone: 78 1-674-7362 (Direct)
78 1-674-7272(Department)
F a : 78 1-674-2906
E-mail: laurie .wSite@erg.com
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thanks for the additional information.
Here are the full set of questions from Vermont. As you can see,they now have an additional
recommendation to make for the peer review panel,- Dr. Laura Greene. It would be groat if you can
send me answers for the questions below,

thanks again,

) the group wouId like EPA to make a recommendation for panel representation on its behalf. How many
recommendations is the group limited to? If we are limited to one, Dr. Laura Greene of Cambridge
Environmentalhas consenus support from the group. If the group can request more than one
recommendation,it would likely want to also suggest Dr. Bull.
2) Another question posed was, can individuate or organizations make recommendations to the
contractor? Meaning, putting our current stakeholder facilitated process aside, could VCE or PAC make
their own recommendation,for example?
3) what isthe selection criteria that will be used m choosing panel members?
4) how many panel members will there be?
5) what will be the scope of work for the panel?
6) will the scape of work be made available for puhltt; comment, with the possibility of having that scope of
work amended based on comments?
7) will the review identify data gaps and make recommendations for additional follow up research/data
gathering that might be necessary^

8) will the scope of work include identification of research on health impacts, including skin irritationand

respiratory impacts?
9) will the review look at different species of chtaramin- di and tri?
10) will the review look at other factors involved in secondary disinfection?
11) will the review look at relative risks re: chlorine v. chloramine?

Our next meeting is I believe Dec. 11th. There was a feeling that it might be valuable to have EPA
representated at that meeting. There is another issue 1 would like to discuss, but is probably most
efficiently done by phone. Perhaps we could speak next week.

Thanks,
Laura

Jeanne, We will take care of ~ i c k ~ u lHopeful!
l.
...
From:
To:
Cc:
Dale:
Subject:

12/01/2008 01% T i PM

Ambika Bathija/DCAJSEPA/US
Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
ElizabethDoyle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
12/0172008 0128 PM
Schedule for external peer review of Chlorarnine CD

Jeanne,
We will take care of Dick Bull. Hopefully that should be no problem. As for the schedule for the peer
review, the contractors asked for an extension to submit their WP because of the Thanksgiving Holidays.
I should be getting their WPs in a couple of days. After that we will know how long it will take for them to
complete the review process and write the report. They have already expressed that with the holidays
coming up in December, they may have a hard time recruiting people to review to the document in
December or early January. Will let you know how the plans develop.
Hope I have answered your questions. Let me know if you need any other Information.
Amblka

Ambika Bathija, Ph.0.
U.S. EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1 140
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In case you have not received a response from QGWDW, since I was away from office from 12/19/08 12/5/09, here is my response:
Although, EPA does receive some information regarding chloramine associated health effects, CDC
epidemiologists are the ones who receive information and follow-up on that information by interviewing the
persons affected to decide if the effects observed are due to chloramine exposure. At times, if there is a
need to verify Ff chloramine exposure causes adverse health effects, CDC may initiate a study and
interview people to find out if they have had any adverse effects from chloramine exposure.

Ambika Bathija, PhD.
U S . EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1140

"Barkey, Christopher [USA]"
From:
To :

Cc;
Date:
Subiecl:

Good afternoon,

"Barkey, Christopher [USA]" ~bartieychristopher@bah.com~
Ambika Bathija/DC/USEP#US@EPA
Harriet Hubbard/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Sherd ComerfordlDC/USEPA/US@EPA

12/22/200812:36 PM
SDW Hotline Chlaramine Question

Good afternoon,
The Safe Drinking Water Hotline received the following question 1 request about chloramines and their
heaith effects. ts this something EPA might have data on or would another agency, such as the CDC, be
more appropriate?
Question posed to the Hotline:

There are a multitude of syndromes and conditions that are new or have been exacerbated since
1990. These changes in public health are coincidental with the use of chloramines for water
disinfectant by a multitude of agencies in the United States. The change in disinfectant usage of
chloramines was based on information provided by the EPA. The purpose of this correspondence
is to request information regarding the overall health variations in the population relative to the
amount of chloramines residual present in various public water supplies throughout the nation, If
this information is not available, I am requesting that you promulgate this work to be performed
by the EPA.
Thank you for you assistance.
Christopher Barkey
Safe Drinking Water Hotline
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-Forwarded by Ambika Bathifa/DC/USEPA/USon 0211012009 0957 AM From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jeanne BriskintDClUSEPNUS
Ambika Bathija/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Beth Halt/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
1211 512008 11:13 AM
Response needed before 4 prn Tuesday (tomorrow) Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?

Hi Ambika,
thanks for your continued help on this.

Here are some draft responses In blue. Let me know if they look ok to you or please edit as needed:
Need your input on 1 6 (when will panelists be notified about participation) and 3 --{ when will the final CD
be released to the public after peer review)
I need to send the response back to Region 1 before 4 pm tomorrow.

Jeanne

-Forwarded by Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/USon 12/15/200811:04 AM From:

Jane Downing/RI/USEPA/US

To:

Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Ambika Balhi}a/DO/USEPA/US@EPA,Jocelyn Keehner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Ken
Moraff/R1/USEPA/US@EPA,Lynn Gilleland/R1IUSEPA/US@EPA, Maureen
McClel[and/Ri/USEPA/US@EPA,Patricia Hall/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Stephen
PerkindR-l/USEPA/US@EPA
12 15/2008 10;06 AM
Re: Fw: Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?

Cc:

Date:

Subject:

Hi Jeanne
Thanks so much for working with the team to get me responses to the questions posed by the VT DEC
Commissioner. The Chloramine Workgroup meeting was postponed to this Wednesday 12/17.1 have
been issued and accepted an invitation to participate via conference call expect that my piece will be to
relay the informationyou provided below. In prep for this week's call, I still have two outstanding
questions:

-

1. What is the revised schedule for the Chloramine Review Document Panel Review ( A) when doe sthe
B) when will the panelists have to be notified),

VT group need to decide and

A) The group needs to decide now. We have already added the two names brought to our attention to the
list of possible reviewers. Let us know ASAP if there are others.

2. A) How long will it take the panel and are their any logistics that they need to know about ( e.g. travel
to Washington, conference calls, ).
2A The contractor will notify the panel about the timeline and logistics. We are not involved in the
intermediate steps
B) Is their work confidential or can they engage the VT workgroup members throughout or at the
conclusion?

2B Their work is confidential. They may not engage any outside individuals or organizations during or
after the conclusion of the peer review. This is because they are called on to provide their expertise,
directly. They may not share information during or after the review, as this could release the name of the
blind reviewers, or create pressure on the reviewers to change their review in response to political or
non-scientfici concerns, and jeopardize the structure of the blind review

3. . Assuming that the panel starts their work according to your prescribed schedule. -when is the criteria
document expected to be released to the public. This is particularly important as the VT legislature begins
its deliberatiosn after the first of the year.

Answers by Tuesday would be appreciated since Iwill be on the phone with them on Wednesday. Thank
you all for your continued support of our efforts working with the VT chloramine workgroup. Will keep you
informed as things play out.
Ta ke Care
Jane
Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPNUS
Jeanne
Briskin/DC/USEPA/US

To Jane Downing/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA
Arnbika Bathija/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Patricia
HaH/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Jocelyn
KeehnerDC/USEPA/US@EPA, Maureen
McCleIland/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA, Stephen
Perkins/RlIUSEPA/US@EPA,Ken
MoraffIR1lUSEPA/US@EPA, Lynn
Gilleland/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA
Subject Re: Fw: Chloramine Workgroup Next steps'^
CC

Hi Jane,
Here are our responses to Commissioner Petosi's questions:

1) The group would like EPA to make a recommendationfor panel representation on its behalf. How
many recommendations is the group limited to? If we are limited to one, Dr. Laura Greene of Cambridge
Environmental has consensus support from the group. if the group can request more than one
recommendation, it would likely want to also suggest Dr. Bull.
A) OST has agreed to suggest the two names to our contractor. However, EPA does not make the
decision; the contractor does that based on the requirements for selecting the reviewers based on the
subject matter etc.
2) Another question posed was,can individuals or organizations make recommendationsto the
contractor? Meaning, putting our current stake holder facilitated process aside, could VCE or PAC make
their own recommendation, for example?
A) No,the individuals or organizations can't make recommendations to EPA's contractor directly.
However, they may tell you, Jeanne, or OST staff through you, and we can pass them on to the contractor.
Here again the final decision is made by the contractor.

3) What is the selection criteria that will be used in choosing panel members?
A) Based on the issues we have identified in the Criteria Document(CD) for Chloramines and the type of
the chemical(s) for review, the contractor will identify and &ct
the reviewers they think would be the best
for this kind of document.
4) How many panel members will there be?
A) We have recommended five (5) reviewers.
5) What will be the scope of work for the panel?
A) Since this is a review of the Criteria Document(CD) on Chloramines, we have developed a list of items
in the CD that we would like feed-back on from the reviewers in addition to the general review of the whole
CD.
6) Will the scope of work be made available for public comment, with the possibility of having that scope
of work amended based on comments?
A) We would be happy to pass on the list of items/suggestions from the State in addition to those
identified by us to the contractor for the reviewers to focus on.

7) Will the review identify data gaps and make recommendations for additional follow up researchldata
gathering that might be necessary?
A) If the reviewers identify glaring data gaps, they may recommend more research to collect the pertinent
data.

8) Will the scope of work include identificationof research on health impacts, including skin irritation and
respiratory impacts?
A). Yes, the CD includes assessment of skin irritation and respiratory impact of chloramine exposure,
9) Will the review look at different species of chloramine- di and tri?
A). Yes.
10) Will the review took at other factors involved in secondary disinfection?
A) No.
1 1) Will the review look at relative risks re: chlorine v. chloramine?

Not really. The chloramine criteria document is limited to a discussion of chloramines. Some of the
research (2 or 3 studies epi studies ) on chloramines involves comparing the risk with systems that use
chlorine. These are included in the document. However, the purpose of the document is to discuss

A)

chloramines and not the advantages or disadvantages or chlorine/chloramine use. It also does not have
a detailed discussion of disinfection by-products which is really where the chloramine1chlurine comparison
is important It is also limited to the health effects from chlorarnines and not any other "treatment issues
that may be associated with chloramines (such as simultaneous compliance with the lead rules.)

Hope the meeting goes well.
Jeanne

Jane Downing

From;

Hi Jeanne Hope you are wefl. Just checking in to ...

Jane Downing/Hl/USEPA/US
Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

To:
Date:

12/04/200804:39 PM
Fw:Chiormine Workgroup Next Steps?

Subject:

Hi Jeanne
Hope you are well. Just checking in to see if you made any progress on the chloramine-relatedquestions
below, all prosed by the VT DEC commissioner. We are looking at the next VT CHloramine Workgroup
meeting next week on Dec 11. Normally the state commissioner checks in to discuss responses 1 or 2
days before the meeting. It Is also lokely that I will be put on the agenda as a callin for this meeting.
Therefore, it woudl be great if I could get some responses back by early next week. If it would work more
expeditiousty do we want to set up a conference call with the key contacts to go over the questions (as
long as by early next week) . Just let me know

-

As always thanks for coordinating on this

-

PS The state legislative session is just around the corner -we will await further developments
Take Care
Jane.
-Forwarded by Jane Downing/RI/USEPA/US on 12/04/2008 04:33 PM
Jane
Downing/RI/USEPA/US
To Jeanne Briskin/bC/USEPA/US

-

cc

Maureen McClelland/Rl/USEP#US@EPA, Stephen

Perkins/RI/USEPA/US@EPA, Ken
Moraff/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA. Lynn
Gillefand/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA
Subject Fw:Chloramine Workgroup Nexl Steps?

Hi Jeanne

More on the VT Chloramine matter. Did hear back from the VT DEC Commissioner regarding how the
Nov Chloramine Workgroup Meeting went. Enclosed are her follow up questions. Can you please work
with your contacts (ORD?) to come up with answers most are pretty straight forward. We should also
better understand the EPA schedule that is at play here, both for the review panel and final projected
release of the document, I also still wanted to better understand what if any Of the external expert review
process can and does get released to the public. If the citizens' groups end up endorsing this process, I'm
sure that they may want to see what came out of the experts.

-

As always, thanks for coordinating with us- 1 know it goes a long way to show that EPA continues to be
interested in the discussions and issues identified in VT.
Take Care and happy Holidays
Jane
Forwarded by Jane DowninglRl/USEPA/US on 11/25/20081251 PM

"Pelosi, Laura"
<Laura.Pelosl@state.vt.us>
11/25/2008 12:24 PM

-

To Jane Dowing/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA
cc Stephen Perkins/RI/USEPA/US@EPA, Ken
Moraff/RI/USEPA/US@EPA, "Schultz, Gary"

<Gary.Schuttz@stale.vl.us>
Subject RE: Chtoramlne Workgroup Next Steps?

Jane,

have been meaning to get back in touch with you with a list of questions that need some follow up:
1) the group would like EPA to make a recommendation for panel representation on its behalf. How
many recommendations is the group limited to? If we are limited to one, Dr. Laura Greene of Cambridge
Environmental has consenus support from the group. If the group can request more than one
recommendation, it would likely want to aiso suggest Dr. Bull.
2) Another question posed was, can individuals or organizations make recommendations to the
contractor'7 Meaning, puffing our current stakeholder facilitated process aside, could VCE or PAC make
their own recommendation, for example?
3) what is the selection criteria that will be used in choosing panel members?
4) how many panel members will there be?
5 ) what will be the scope of work for the panel?
6) will the scope of work be made available for public comment, with the possibility of having that scope of
work amended based on comments?
7) will the review identify data gaps and make recommendations for additional follow up msearchldata
gathering that might be necessary?
8) will the scope of work include identification of research on health impacts, including skin irritation and
respiratory impacts?
9) will the review look at different species of chloramin- di and tri?
10) will the review look at other factors involved in secondary disinfection?
1I}
will the review took at relative risks re: chlorine v. chloramine?

Our next meeting is I believe Dec. I1th- There was a feeling that it might be valuable to have EPA
representated at that meeting. There is another issue I would like to discuss, but is probably mst
effickntly done by phone. Perhaps we could speak next week.
Thanks$
Laura

From: DowningJane@epamaiLepa.gov [mai~to:Downlng.~ane@e~mail,epa,govJ
Sent Tuesday, November 25, 2008 11A7 AM
To: Felosi, Laura
Cc: Perkins.Stephen@e~mail,epa.gov;Moraff,Ken@epamail.epa.gov; Schultz, Gary
Subjeck Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?
Hi Laura
Hope all is well
Just checking in to see how the November Chloramine Wor!qroup Meeting went, Had a conversation
with Doug Thompson who seemed to indicate that the group may be interested in pursuing the option to
have Dr. Bull on the EPA chloramine criteria document review panel. Let me know if you want me to
advance this pathway with â‚¬ HQs andlor if there is anything else you would like us to pursue..

Take Care
Jane

To Jane OOWII~Q/R~IUSEPNUS@EPA,
Stephen
P&indRl/USâ‚¬P~S@E

cc
Subject RE:ConcI!mton to FA American Chloramines Implementation

Jane,

Our next meeting is tomorrow, and I think I will pose h e question with the graup as to whether we would
ask â‚¬ to nominate Dr. Bull. What is the goal of doing the review? What will EPA do with the
infomation generated through the review? What would the next steps be? I suspect these will be the
questions from the group.

Thanks,
Laura

From: Downing.Jane@epamaiI.epa.gov [mail~:Downing.Jane@epamail,epa,gov]
Senk Friday, November 07,2008 4;29 PM
To: Pelosi, Laura; perklns.stephen@epa.gm
Subjeck Re: Conclusion to PA American Chloramines hplemmtation

Hi Laura
Was in washington all day in meetings but was able to connect with EPA Standards Division.
Here's what 1 found out:

We conduct a blind peer review of criteria docments such ns the chlomine document under
development. EPA can nominate individuals such as Dr B d l to be part of this blind review.
However in order to remain separate fiom the review, e p is not informed nor can we insist on
his involvement. The cmmctor makes ultimate choice It is also likely that he may have to sign a
confidentiality agreement regarding his participation. A f h considexation of these consraints, we
would be happy to nominate him if you so desire.
With respect to a schedule, I heard that they are targetting february as deadline. That may be
important for the group to know.

We believe that this document will be very comprehensive incorporating many of the studies that
have been discussed at vari~usvenues.
I will be checking in with epa hqs early next week to discuss some of my follow up questions
such as whether there is another public process outside the blind peer review and to cmfm that
February is the target for public release.

That's it for now,Will check in with you when I learn moren particulariy if changes above
description.
Please advise on how you wou1d like to proceed regarding this matter.
Take cape

Jane

From: "Pelosi,Laura" [Laura.Pelosi@state,vt.usJ
Sent: 11/07/200802:3U PM EST
To: Jane hwning
Cc: Stephen Perkins; "Schultz, Gary" -CmySchultz@state.vt.u~
Subject: FW:Conclusion to PA American Chloramines hpiementation

Please a d v k as soon a6 possible whether Dr. Bull can participate in the document review. Thanks.

Laura

From: Pelosi, Laura
Senk Wednesday, November 05, 2000 1156 AM
To: Downing.lane@epamai~.epa.gov;Schultz, Gary
Cc: krMns.Stephen@epamail.ep.gov; M~elland.Ma~re~n@epamail,epa,gov;
Gllleland.Lynn@epamail.epa.gov
Subjeck RE: Conclusion to PA Amerimn Chloramines Implementation

Jane,
Our next meting is Nov. 13 and it would be helpful if we can offer this concept to the group at large- it
would really help to make sure we are headed in the proper direction. If you muld let me know this week
it would help in my preparations.
Laura

F r o m ~wnlng.Jane@epmail,epa.gov [maib:hming.Jane@eprnail.epa.gov]
Senk Tuesday, November 04,2008 3:25 PM
To: Pelosi, Laura; Schub, Gary
Cc; Pe&insaStephen@epamail.epa.gm;McClel~andmMaureen@epamailmepa.gov;
Gilleland.Lynn@epmail,epa.gov
Subject: Fw; Conclusion to PA Amerian Chloramines Implementation

-

Just FYI Here's some recent news in PA regarding a settlement /ruling on the use of cttlmamines. Has
some inieresthg hfomation on the details of the negotiated settlement., induding a heavy emphasis on
public notification. We would be happy to talk to Region 3 and get you more details if you like.

Also, checked in with EPA HQs on status of efforts to update the Chlorarnine Criteria Document.
They are checking on a question or two I had and will get back to me soon. When is the next VT
Chiomnine Workgroup Meeting?

Hope all is we11
Jane Downing
Chief Drinking Water Branch
EPA Region 1

Water additive pact requires customer alert
Thursday, October 30,2008
BY E

m LYON

Of The Patriot-New%

Pennsylvania American Water Company customers on the West Shore would get "clear

and m~spicuousnoticenthree months before a controversial disinfectant is added to
their water.

Not ific~ti
wn would include automated phone d s , a mailing and newspaper ads,
company spokesman Terry Mamza testified at a Public UtiliQ Commissim hearing on a
customer group's complaints.

The group of 25 customers alleges chloramine has negative effects on water quality and
plmbing and the company provided inadequate notice of the change.
Pennsylvania Amrican has said the switch in disinfectants from chlorine to chhmine,
a blend of chlorine and ammonia, is necessaryto meet h t u r e federal drinking water

standards.
The Ofice of Consumer A d v m t e intervened in the case on behalf of Pennsylvania
American Water customers,

The settlement, which inmi be approved by the judge and t h e PUC, also dls for the
company to:

Provide "additimd and more well-balanced infmnation'' on chlomnim, including
haw to remove it from l~ous&oldwater should customers want to.
Monitor and make public dwehpments related to the health effects and reglatian of
c h l o r d n e byproducts and rn ake necessary changes to treatment facilities to conform to
new r~g~llations.
"It seems like an excellent resolution of the issues. I'm sorry it wasn't earlier," PUC
Administrative Law Judge Marlane Chestnut.

She asked Camp Hill attorney Susan Pickford, who represents the customer group, to
considerjoining the settlement. Pickford said the agreement might be 'iworlable'ibut
she needed to consult with her clients. She is to report back by Tuesday.
The settlement can go forward without the agreement of the group of residmts.
Chestnut dismissed bralegs of the c ~ o m e r scase,
'

The judge agreed with attorney Micbad a&, who represented tbe water company, that
Pickford failed t o prove that chkmmine will cause pmblems such as staining and
unple~santwater odor and taste,
And she ruled that the m p m y didn't abuse its discretion by choosing chloramine,

which is used in nearly one-third of water systems in the United States but has been the
subject of complaints by resident groups in Vermont, California and some other states.

Chestnut left standing the third leg of the customers' case -- that they weren't adequately
notified. The company sent notices in bills on July 12,2007,that it intended to switch to
chloramine a month later. After customers complained, the company delayed the switch.
Maenxa said Wednesday that PennsylvaniaAmerican intends to move ahead with
chloramination early next year.
Pickfotd also has appealed to Commonwealth Court the state Department of
Environmental Protection's permit for Pennsylvania American to add chloramine. That
case is pending.

ELLEN WON: 255-8167 or elyon @patriot-news.com
ON TAP

Chloramine would be in the water in West Shore communities: Camp Hill, Lemoyne,
New Cumberland, New Kingstown, Shiremanstown and Wormleysburg; and East
Pennsboro, Fairview, Hampden, Lower AIlen?Newberry, Silver Spring and Upper Alien
townships.

Steve Via

Regulatory Affairs Manager
American Water Works Association
1300 Eye Streat, NW, Suite 701W
Washington DC 20005
Email: svia@awa.ora
Offie: (202) 628-8303

Direct: (202) 328-6130

Fax: (202) 628-2846
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-Forwarded by Ambika Bathfja/DClUSEPA/USon 12/18/2008 0252 PM From:
To :
Cc:
Date:

Subject:

"Kate Schafk" <Kate.Schatk@erg.com
Ambika Bathija/DC/USEPA/US@EFA
"Laurie Waitem<l-qurie.Watte@efg.com>
12/77/2008&8:34 PM
Status of consultant search

Hi Arnbika,
Attached is the Excel spreadsheet which gives you the status and expertise of those who have

filled out the form, and for whom we still need forms or CVs. I have also contacted a few of the
recommended people and hope to hear back from them ASAP,
I have attached the resumes of Hrudey and Dunnick, who you may be unfamiliar with, as well as
William Mitch fiorn Yale.
I will check in with you tomorrow.

- Kate

**************************+*******
Kate Schalk
Vice President
Conference Management Group
Eastern Research Group, Inc. (ERG)
1 10 Hartwe11 Avenue
Lexington, MA 0242 1-31 3 6
781-674-7324 (direct)
78 1-674-7272 (department)
Fax:78 1-674-2906
E-mail: kateWschalk@erg.
corn HtudeyCV-206.k

Mitch-Wmdm Dunnick_Jk0Ãˆ/-1- 0 8 . h Stafeus17-D~~Hts
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Bruce,
OGWDW has a web site on chtoramine useas &disfntectanli 1 believe they have very useful information
in the form of Questions and Answers and other infomatton on the use ofchlorsftune as a disinfectant
You could either visit their site or call Jeanne BrisRtn who is a Branch Chief in charge of disinfectants.
Hope this information helps you.

Arnbika Bathija, Ph.D.
U.S. EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax- 202-566-1 140

---

Bruce Macler

Hi All, as we work through thisi can any of you p...

From:
To:
Cc:

Date:
Subject;

Bruce Mader/R9/USEPA/US
Jill Kortefft9AJSEPA/US@EPA
Ambika Ba#ija/OC/USEPA/US@EPA, Corine LWWUSEPA/US@EPA. Iwy
Johnson/R9/USEPA/US@EPA
02/19/2009 11:48 AM
Re: FO[A-Chloramine Health Effects- HQ-RIN-00600-09

Hi MI,
as we work through this, can any of you point me to the most-current EPA desk statement on the safety of
monochloramine as a drinking water disinfectant? The San Francisco Public Utility Commission is
holding another hearing on rnmochtoramine next week (Feb 24) and would like our point of view ahead of
time to supply to the commissioners.
Thanks, kindly, for help on this.

Jill Korte/R9/USEPA/US
Jill Korte/R9/USEP#US
081312009 03:42 PM
cc Corine LUR9/USEPA/US@EPA, Bruce
Mader/R9/USEPA/US@EPA,Ivry
Johnson/R9/USEPA/US@EPA
Subject FOIA-Chloramine Health Effects- HQ-RIN-00600-09

Ambika,
I've scanned and attached the electronic versions of the documents we have here in Region 9 that may be
responsive to the Chioramhe F01A. One document that 1 did not scan was a set of the presentations from
the January 30,2009 â‚¬ Workshop on Chloramines in Drinking Water, as 1 assumed Headquarters
would have these documents already (and, It being the last and largest document, the scanner was no
longer cooperating with me!).

I imagine that some of the documents are duplicates of what others are providing, but I thought it best to
include them anyway, in case the requestor was interested in knowing specifically what documents each
of the Regions had.

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 1 am out the week of February 16th, but Bruce Mader
Is due to return to the office on February 18th.
Jill

[attachment "01-2008 CAC Newsletter.pdf deleted by Bruce MaclerlR9/USEPA/US][a ttachrnent "01-2006
E-mail and CDC Report on VT.pdl" deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US] [attachment"01-2009
E-mailed News Story to Mader.pdf' deleted by Bruce Macler/HQ/USEPA/US][attachment '01-2009
SFPUC Invitation to Maclenpdf deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/USj [attachment "03-2008 Letter
from R1 RA to Laura Petosi black block.pdf deleted by Bruce Macler/RQ/USEPA/US] [attachment
"05-2007 Letter A Strauss to Rep A E s h m p d f deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEP#US]
(attachment "07-1
981 Professional Paper.pdf' deleted by Bruce Macler/RS/USEPA/US] [attachment
[attachment
"07-2007 E-mail re R9 CAC Meeting.pdf deleted by Bruce Macler/RQ/USEPA/US]
"09-2007E-Ma il re Macler Meeting Followup.p d f deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEP#U S]
[attachment "09-2007 Findings from Vermont Visitpdf" deleted by Bruce MacIerfRS/USEPA/US]
(attachment "09-2007 Issue Paper for R9 RA.pdf"deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US]

[attachment '09-2007Talking Points Macler for SFPUC.pdf deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US]
[attachment "10-2007 Rick Rogers R3 Meeting Repoitpdf" deleted by Bruce Macler/R9lUSEPA/US]
[attachment "10-2008 SFPUC Resolution re Chlorarnine.pdl" deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US]
[attachment "12-2007R1 Jane Downing Memo on POU.pdY' deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US]
[attachment "12-2008Letter SFDPH to SFPUC,pdf" deleted by Bruce Macler/R9lUSEPA/US]

Jill Korte, P.E.
EnvironmentsI Engineer
CA PWSS Project Officer
U S . EPA Region 9
Drinking Water Office
75 Hawthorne St. (WTR-6)
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 972-3562
(415) 947-3549 (fax)
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Amblka 6ath!ja/DC/USEPA/US

BrIskln/DC/USEPA/US

cc

BCC

Beth Hall/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Amblka Bathli@/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Description

Re: Response needed before 4 pm Tuesday
(tomorrow) Chloramlne Workgroup Next Steps?
# of Attachments

Total Bytes

12/15/200804:02 PM
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Contributor
Ambika Bathija
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I haveaddedrny responsesto yours. As youcanseeit is hardtogiveexactdatesofcompletion.
Ambika

Ambika Bathtja, Ph.D.
U.S. EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1140

Jeanne Briskin

. ..

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

HI Ambib, thanks for yoii7@5ti8Huefl help on this.

Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/US
Amblka BathlJa/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Beth Hafl/DC/USEPAlUS@EPA
12/15/2008 11:13 AM
Response needed before 4 pm Tuesday (tomorrow) Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?

Hi Ambika,
thanks for your continued help on this.
Here are some draft responses in blue. Let me know if they look ok to you or please edit as needed:
Need your input on 1 8 (whenwill panelists be notified about participation) and 3 -( when wilt the final CD
be released to the public after peer review)

I need to send the response back to Region 1 before 4 pm tomorrow.
Jeanne

-Forwarded by Jeanne BriskinIDClUSEPNUSon 12/15/2008 11:04 AM From:
To:

c c:

Date;
Subject

Jane DowningW/USEPAUS
Jeanne Briskin/DCAJSEP#US@EPA
Amblka Batnija/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Jocelyn Keehner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Ken
MoraffiR1/USEPA/US@EPA, Lynn Gilie(and/RlNSÂ£P#US@EPA Maureen
McCleHand/Rl/USEPAIUS@EPA, Patricia Katl/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Stephen
Pefkins/RlIUSEPA/US@EPA
12/1512008 10:06 AM
Re: Fw: Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?

Hi Jeanne

Thanks so much for working with the team to get me responses to the questions posed by the VT DEC
Commissioner. The Chtoramine Workgroup meeting was postponed to this Wednesday 1Z17.1 have
been issued and accepted an Invitation to participate via conference call - expect that my piece will be to
relay the information you provided below. In prep for this week'scall, I still have two outstanding

questions:
1. What is the revised schedule for the Chloramine Review Document Panel Review ( A) when doe sthe
VT group need to decide and 8) when will the panelists have to be notified).
A) The group needs to decide now. We have already added the two names brought to our attention to the
list of possible reviewers, Let us know ASAP if there are others.

B) The contractor is In the process of identifying a group of reviewers. Once they have identified the
reviewers, checked their credentials, availability, and determined there is no conflict of interest, the
reviewers will be notified and after their acceptance will be sent the CD on Chloramines and the Charge
ASAP. Although the contractor has started identifying reviewers, the whole process of selection will take
another week or two.

2. A) H o w long will it take the panel and are their any logistics that they need to know about ( e.g. travel
to Washington, conference calls, ).
$A The contractor will notify the panel about the timeline and logistics. We are not Involved in the
intermediate steps

B) Is their work confidential or can they engage the VT workgroup members throughout or at the
conclusion?
2B Their work is confidential. They may not engage any outside individuals or organizations during or
after the cancluston of the peer review. This is because they are called on to provide their expertise,
directly. They may not share information during or after the review, as this could release the name of the
blind reviewers, or create pressure on the reviewers to change their review in response to political or
non-scietltfici concerns, and Jeopardizethe structure of the blind review

.

3. Assuming that the pane! starts their work according to your prescribed schedule. -when is the criteria
document expected to be released to the public. This is particularly important as the VT legislature begins
its deliberatiosn after the first of the year.
3. The final document will not be released until late March and maybe even later depending on how fast

the process goes.
Answers by Tuesday would be appreciated since 1 wilt be on the phone with them on Wednesday. Thank
you all for your continued support of our efforts working with the VT chtoramine workgroup. Will keep you
informed as things play out.
Take Care
Jane
Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/US
Joanna
Briskin/DC/USEPA/US

To Jane Downing/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA

12/08/2008 1201 PM

ec Ambika Bathtja/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Patricia
Hall/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jocelyn
Keehner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Maureen
McClelland/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA, Stephen
Perkins/RI/USEPA/US@EPA,Ken
Moraff/RlIUSEPA/US@EPA, Lynn
Gilleland/RI/USEPA/US@EPA
Subject Re: Fw;Chloramine Workgroup Next ~teps'PQ

Hi Jane,

Here are our responses to Commissioner Pelosi's questions:
1) The group would like EPA to make a recommendation for panel representation on its behalf. How
many recommendations is the group limited to? If we are limited to one, Dr.Laura Greene ofCambridge
Environmental has consensus support from the group. If the group can request more than one
recommendation, It would likely want to also suggest Dr. Bull.
A) OST has agreed to suggest the two names to our contractor. However, ERA does not make the
decision; the contractor does that based on the requirements for selecting the reviewers based on the
subject matter etc.
2) Another question posed was, can individuals or organizations make recommendations to the
contractor? Meaning, putting our current stake holder facilitated process aside, could VCE or PAC make
their own recommendation, for example?
A) No, the individuals or organizations can't make recommendations to EPA's contractor directly.
However, they may tell you, Jeanne, or OST staff through you, and we can pass them on to the contractor.
Here again the final decision is made by the contractor.
3) What is the selection criteria that will be used in choosing panel members'?
A) Based on the issues we have identified in the Criteria Document(CD)for Chloramines and the type of
the chemical(s) for review, the contractor will identify and select the reviewers they think would be the best
for this kind of document.

How many pane! members will there be?
A) We have recommended five (5) reviewers.
4)

5) What will be the scope of work for the panel?
A) Since this is a review of the Criteria Document(CD) on Chloramines, we have developed a list of items
in the CD that we would like feed-back on from the reviewers in addition to the general review of the whole

CD.
6) Will the scope of work be made available for public comment,with the possibility of having that scope
of work amended based on comments?
A) We would be happy to pass on the list of itemslsuggestionsfrom the State in addition to those
identifled by us to the contractor for the reviewers to focus on.
7) Will the review identify data gaps and make recommendations for additional follow up researchldata
gathering that might be necessary?
A) If the reviewers identify glaring data gaps, they may recommend more research to collect the pertinent
data.
8) Will the scope of work include identificationof research on health impacts, including skin irritation and
respiratory impacts?
A), Yes, the CD includes assessment of skin irritation and respiratory impact of chloramine exposure,
9) Will the review look at different species of chloramine- di and tri?

A). Yes.
10) Will the review look at other factors involved in secondary disinfection?
A) No.

11) Will the review look at relative risks re: chlorine v. chloramine?
A) Not really. The chloramine criteria document is limited to a discussion of chlwamines. Some of the
research (2 or 3 studies epi studies ) on chloramines involves comparing tiro risk with systems that use
chlorine. These are included in the document. However, the purpose of the document is to discuss
chforamines and not the advantages or disadvantages or chlorine/chloramine use. It also does not have
a detailed discussion of disinfection by-products which Is really where the chlorarnine/chlortne comparison
is important It is also limited to the health effects from chloramines and not any other "treatment" issues
that may be associated with chloramines (such as simultaneous compliance with the lead rules.)

Hope the meeting goes well.
Jeanne

Jane Downing

Hi Jeanne Hope you are wdl. Just checking In to. ..
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Arnhika Bathija, Ph.D.
U .S. â‚¬P 4304T
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Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
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Fax: 202-566-1 140
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Jeanne Briskin
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Hi ~mbika~thanks
for your continued help on this.

Jaanne Briskin/DC/USâ‚¬PA/
Ambika Bathija/DC/USEP#US@EPA
Beth Hall/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

From:

To:
Cc:
Date:

12/15/200811:13 AM
Response needed before4 pm Tuesday (tomorrow) Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?

Subject;

Hi Arnbika,
thanks for your continued help on this.

Here are some draft responses In blue. Let me know if they look ok to you or please edft as needed:
Need your input on 1 B (when will panelists be notified about participation) and 3 -( when will the final CD
L

I
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Date:

1215R008 10:06 AM
Re: Fw Chloramine Workgroup Next Steps?

Subject:

Hi Jeanne
Thanks so much for working with the team to get me responses to the questions posed by the VT DEC
Commissioner. The Chloramine Workgroup meeting was postponed to this Wednesday 12/17.1 have
been issued and accepted an invitation to participate via conference cati expect that my piece will be to
relay the information you provided below. In prep for this week's call, f still have faro outstanding
questions:

-

1. What is the revised schedule for the Chloramlne Review Document Panel Review ( A) when doe sthe
VT group need to decide and B) when will the panelists have to be notified).
A) The group needs to decide now. We have already added the two names brought to our attention to the
list of possible reviewers. Let us know ASAP If there are others.

B) Once the contractor has identified a group of reviewers and checked their credentials, determined that
there is no Conflict of Interest, in their reviewing the CO on Chloramines, determined their availability, the
reviewers will be informed of their selection and ASAP sent the CD on Chloramines and the Charge. The
contractor has started identifying reviewers. It will take them another week or two to come up with final list
of reviewers,

2. A) How long will it take the panel and are their any logistics that they need to know about ( e-g. travel
to Washington, conference calls, ).
2A The contractor wilt notify the panel about the timeline and logistics. We are not involved in the
intermediate steps

B) Is their work confidential or can they engage the VT workgroup members throughout or at the
conclusion?

2B Their work is confidential. They may not engage any outside individuals or organizations during or
after the conclusion of the peer review. This is because they are called on to provide their expertise,
directly. They may not share Information during or after the review, as this could release the name of the
blind reviewers, or create pressure on the reviewers to change their review in response to political or
non-scientfici concerns, and Jeopardizethe structure of the blind review

3. , Assuming that the panel starts their work according to your prescribed schedule. -when Is the criteria
document expected to be released to the public. This is particularly important as the VT legislature begins
its deliberatiosn after the first of the year.

Answers by Tuesday would be appreciated since I will be on the phone with them on Wednesday. Thank
you all for your continued support of our efforts working with the VT chloramine workgroup. Will keep you
informed as things play out.
Take Care
Jane
Jeanne Briskin/DC/USEPA/US
Jeanne
BrisMn/DC/USEPA/US

To Jane Downing/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA

ec Amblka BathtJa/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Patricia
HalllDC/USEPA/US@EPA,Jocelyn
Keehnar/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Maureen
McCtelIand/Rl/USEPA/US@EPA,Stephen
Perkina/R1/USEPA/US@EPA, Ken
Moraff/RI/USEPA/US@EPA, Lynn

*... . .-*

0,

.---a

0.
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--- .

recommendation, it would likely want to also suggest Dr. Bull.
A) OST has agreed to suggest the two names to our contractor. However, EPA does not make the
decision; the contractor does that based on the requirements for selecting the reviewers based on the
subject matter etc.
2) Another question posed was, can individuals or organizations make recommendations to the
contractor^ Meaning, putting our current stake holder facilitated process aside, could VCE or PAC make
their own recommendation, for example?
A) No, the individuals or organizations can't make recommendations to EPA's contractor directly.
However, they may tell you, Jeanne, or OST staffthrough you, and we can pass them on to the contractor.
Here again the final decision is made by the contractor,

3) What is the selection criteria that wilt be used in choosing panel members?
A) Based on the issues we have identified in the Criteria Document(CD) for Chloramines and the type of
the chemical(s) for review, the contractor will identify and select the reviewers they think would be the best
for this kind of document.
4) How many panel members will there be?
A) We have recommended five (5) reviewers,
5) What will be the scope of work for the panel?
A) Since this is a review of the Criteria Document(CD) on Chloramines, we have developed a list of items
in the CD that we would like feed-back on from the reviewers in addition to the general review of the whole
CD.

6) Will the scope of work be made available for public comment, with the possibility of having that scope
of work amended based on comments?
A) We would be happy to pass on the list of Itemslsuggestions from the State in addition to those
identified by us to the contractor for the reviewers to focus on.
7) Will the review identify data gaps and make recommendations for additional follow up researchldata
gathering that might be necessary?
A) If the reviewers identify glaring data gaps, they may recommend more research to collect the pertinent
data.

8) Will the scope of work include identification of research on health impacts, including skin irritation and
respiratory impacts?
A). Yes, the GD includes assessment of skin irritation and respiratory impact of chloramine exposure.
9) Will the review look at different species of chloramine- di and tri?
A). Yes.
10) Will the review look at other factors involved in secondary disinfection?
A) No.

11) Will the review took at relative risks re: chlorine v. chlorarnine?
A) Not really. The chloramine criteria document is limited to a discussion of chloramines. Some of the
research (2 or 3 studies epi studies ) on chloramines involves comparing the risk with systems that use
chlorine. These are included in the document. However, the purpose of the document is to discuss
chloramines and not the advantages or disadvantages or chforlne/chloramine use. It also does not have
a detailed discussion of disinfection by-products which is really where the chloramine/chlorine comparison
is important It is also limited to the health effects from chloramines and not any other "treatment issues
that may be associated with chioramines (such as simultaneous compliance with the lead rules.)
Hope the meeting goes well.

Jeanne

Thanks,
Trish
-

Ambika Bathija
From:
To :
CC:

Date:
Subject:

Hi Jeanne, The following is my response to your...

11I0212009 04:12:47 PM

Ambika Bathija/DClUSEPA/US
Jeanne Bris*in/DCiUSEP#US@EPA

Crystal Rodger8-Jenkins/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Elizabeth DoytdDC/USEPA/US@EPA,Jocelyn
Keehner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,Patricia Halt/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
11/02/2009 04:12 FM
Re: Fw: RE: Upcotning NDWAC Meeting

Hi Jeanne,

The following is my response to your question:
For the new updated Chiommine Criteria Document (2009)an updated literature search was
dermal health effects of chloramine. Here again almost all
carried out for inhalation and
studies where the patients
studies found through this new literature search were clinical
mixed house hold cleaning products like ammonia and bleach (sodium hypochlorie) pprduuinng
chtoramines or at times chlorine gas in high concentrations. In a few cases where the patients had used
an antiseptic disinfectant for cleansing of bums, infected ulcers and
chloramine-T as
dental abscess,the patients developed irritation of the skin, subacute eczema and bronchial
inflammation. Chloramine-T Is used widely in Italy as an antiseptic disinfectant and
chemical reagent.

Almost all the other human studies showing irritation and watering of the eyes, occupational
asthma, upper respiratory
symptoms, sneezing, throat irritation and otitis externa
(swimmer's ear) from exposure to chloramines were found to be due
to exposure to indoor
pools in hotels and other recreational facilities. Thus the dermal and inhalation health effects seen at
or around Indoor swimming pools are not from drinking water exposure but due to trichtoramine exposure
through
recreational andlor occupational use of indoor swimming pools.
Monochloramine the predominant form of chloramine used
to disinfect drinking water is not volatile,
dichloramine breaks down rapidly. Trichoramine, the predominant form of
chloramine
found in swimming pools is very volatile and is likely the cause of these effects seen at the swimming
pools.
Organic trichloramines are also formed in the swimming pools by reaction of chlorine with
body fluids which may also
cause the above health effects.
As can been seen above, the exposure to house cleaning agents and to trichloramine from
swimming pool exposure is not directly applicable to the exposure through drinking water.

You may revise andlor rewrite any portions of the above write-up. However, make sure the logic is clear.
Thanks.

Ambika Bathija, Ph.D.
US. ERA, 4304T

Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- I087
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Ambika Bathija, PhD.
U.S. EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecot~gicalCriteria Division
Officeof Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1 140

-Forwarded by Ambika Bathija/DClUSEPA/US on 12/18/2008 0232 PM -To:
Cc:

"Kate Schalk"<Kate.Schalk@erg.com>
Amblka Bathlja/DC/U8EPMJS@EPA
Â¥LauriWaits" <Laurie.Watte@erg.cofn>

Date:
Subject:

12/17/2008 08:M PM
Status of consutlaM search

From:

Hi Ambika,
Attached is the Excel spreadsheet which gives you the status and expertise of those who have

filled out the form, and for whom we still need forms or CVs. I have also contacted a few of the
recommended people and hope to hear back from them ASAP,

I have attached the resumes of Hrudey and Dunnick, who you may be unfamiliar with, as well as
William Mitch from Yale.
I will check in with you tomorrow,

- Kate
*****Ãˆ*******t***!(l***!(t***+*******

Kate Schalk
Vice President
Conference Management Group
Eastern Research Group, Inc. (ERG)
1 10 Hartwell Avenue
Lexington, MA 02421-31 36
78 1-674-7324(direct)
78 1-674-7272 (department)
Fax:78 1 -674-2906

E-mail: kate.schalk@,erg.com HructeP-208.doc Mteh.Wffian.doc D umick-LCV-11 -#doc Status17-Dec.&
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Jeanne,
We will take care of Dick Bull. Hopefully that should be no problem. As for the schedule for the peer
review, the contractors asked for an extension to submit their WP because of the Thanksgiving Holidays.
I should be getting their WPs in a couple of days, After that we will know how long it will take for them to
complete the review process and write the report. They have already expressed that with the holidays
coming up in December, they may have a hard time recruiting people to review to the document in
December or early January, Will let you know how the plans develop.

Hope I have answered your questions. Let me know if you need any other information.
Ambika

Ambika Bathija, P h D ,
U S . â‚¬P 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1 140
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From
Ambika Bathija/DC/USEPA/US

Crystal Rodgers-lenkins/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
hall.patricla@epa.gov
keehner.locelyn@epa.gov
shao.nicole@epa.gov
susan.shaw@epa.gov Crystal
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Please find attached a list of questions I have put together for the external peer reviewers. If you want to
add, change or delete anything, please do so. I would appreciate receiving your input by next
Wednesday November 12,2008. Soon after I receive your input, I would like to send the document out for
the External Peer Review. Thank you.
Crystal if t have missed anyone in the recipient Ifet, please let me know or forward the email to that
persons). Hope you are doing fine- Any news?

Ambika

questions for peer reviewets.doc

Amhika Batiiija, PhD.
US. EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1140

Ambika Bathija
Questions for the External Peer Reviewers on the Draft Drinking Water Criteria
Document for Chloramines

Please focus your feedback on chloramines. This is a criteria document specific to
chloramines and is not an analysis or review of the byproducts fanned by chloramines.
Your review should include an evaluation of the information provided in the criteria
document, including the data and methodology used for deriving the reference dose
(RfD), Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level Goal (MRDLG),and the human
carcinogenicity decision.
Specific Questions:

Is the body of literature reviewed representative? Is there anything that we have
missed that should be included?
Based on the literature cited, are the conclusions that we made logical and
appropriate?

Do you agree with our decision to use monochloramine as the endpoint basis for
the derivation of the MCLG, and for the analysis of human exposure to
ehloramines in drinking water?

Are the key studies underlying EPA's draft health risk assessment of requisite
quality, reliability, and relevance to support the derivation of the RfD, MRDLG,
Drinking Water Equivalent Level (DWEL), and human carcinogenicity decision?
Have the scientific uncertainties in EPA's risk assessment been adequately
described and quantified?

Has the basis for the selection of uncertainty factors used in the non-cancer risk
assessments been adequately explained?
Does the hazard characterization of chloramines provide a scientifically-balanced,
objective, and complete description that synthesizes the animal, clinical, and
epidemiologic evidence for toxicity?

Has the scientific database on cancer and non-cancer hazards from oral and
inhalation exposure been adequate1y characterized and presented?
Has the scientific evidence regarding potential susceptible populations and
vulnerable life stages been clearly identified and appropriately discussed?
W

Is the weight of evidence evaluation clear and easy to understand?

Is the conclusion that "there is inadequate information to assess the carcinogenic
potential for chloramines in humans" because the available data are judged
inadequate to perform an assessment consistent with EPA's 2005 Guidelinesfor
Carcinogen Risk Assessment?
W Are the studies selected to determine the most sensitive end point appropriate and

inclusive?
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Bruce,
OGWDW has a web site on chloramine use as a disinfectant, I believe they have very useful information
in the form of Questionsand Answers and other information on the use of chtoramine as a disinfectant.
You could either visit their site or call Jeanne Briskin who is a Branch Chief in charge of disinfectants.
Hope this infomatton helps you.
Ambika

Amblka Bathija, Ph.D.
U.S. ERA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1140
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wes work through this, can any of you p...

02/19/20~511:48:09 AM

Bruce Macter/R9/USEPA/US
Jill Korte/RQNSEPA/US@EPA
Ambika Bathfja/DClUSEPA/US@EPA,Corine U/RS/USEPA/US@EPA, Ivry
Johnson/R9/USEPA/US@EPA
02119/2009 11:48 AM
Rw FOlA-ChloramineHealth Effects- HQ-R1N-00600-09

From:
To:

cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi All,

as we work through this, can any of you point me to the most-current EPA desk statement on the safety of
monochloramine as a drinking water disinfectant? The San Francisco Public Utility Commission ts
holding another hearing on monuchioramine next week (Feb 24) and wouid like our point of view ahead of
time to supply to the commissioners.
Thanks, kindly, for help on this.
Bruce
4 15 972-3569

Jilt KorIe/RS/USEPA/US
Jill KortdR9tUSEPMJS
02/13/2009 03:42 PM

To Ambika Bath!ja/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

ec Corine Li/R9/USEPA/US@EPAtBmce
Mader/R9/USEP#US@EPA, lvry
Johnson/R9/USEPA/US@EPA
Subject FOlA-Chloramine Health Effects- HQ-RlN-00600-09

I've scanned and attached the electronic versions of the documents we have here in Region 9 that may be
responsive to the Chloramine FOIA. One document that I did not scan was a set of the presentationsfrom
the January 30,2009 EPA Workshop on Chloramines in Drinking Water, as I assumed Headquarters
would have these documents already (and, it being the last and largest document, the scanner was no
longer cooperating with me!).
I imagine that some of the documents are duplicates of what others are providing, but I thought it best to
Include them anyway, in case the requestor was interested in knowing specifically what documents each
of the Regions had.
Let me know if you have any additional questions. Iam out the week of February 16th, but Bruce Macler
is due to return to the office on February 18th.

[attachment "01-2008 CAC Newsletter.pdf deleted by Bruce Macler/RQ/USEPA/US] [attachment "0 1-2008
E-mail and CDC Report on VT.pdf" deleted by Bruce MaclerfR9/USEPAlUS] [attachment '01-2009
E-mailed News Story to Macler.pdf deleted by Bmce Macler/RQ/USEPA/US][attachment "0 1-2009
SFPUC Invitation to Mader-pW deleted by Bruce Macier/RS/USEPA/US] [attachment "03-2008 Letter
from R1 RA to Laura Pefosi black block.pdf"deleted by Bruce MacIer/FlQ/USEPA/US] [attachment
"05-2007 Letter A Strauss to Rep A Eshoapdr deleted by Bruce Macler/RSt/USEP#US]
[attachment
[attachment"07-198 1 Professional Paper.pdf" deleted by Bruce MacIer/R9/USEPA/US]
"07-2007 E-mail re R9 CAC Meeting.pdf' deleted by Bruce MaclerlR9/USEPA/US]
[attachment
"09-2007 E-Mail re Macler Meeting Followup.pdf" deleted by Bruce Macler/R9lUSEPA/US]
[attachment "09-2007 Findings from Vermont Visit.pdf deleted by Bruce MaderlR9/USEPA/US]
[attachment "0Q-2007Issue Paper for R9 RA.pdF deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEP#US]

[attachment "09-2007 Talking Points M a c h for SFPUC.pdf deleted by Bruce Macter/R9/USEPA/US]
[attachment "10-2007 Rick Rogers R3 Meeting Report.pdf" deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEP#US]
[attachment "10-2008 SFPUC Resolution re Chioramhe-pdf"deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US]
(attachment "12-2007 R1 Jane Downing Memo on POU-pdf"deleted by Bruce Macler/R9/USEPA/US]
[attachment "12-2008 Letter SFDPH to SFPUCpdf" deleted by Bruce MaclerlR9/USEPNUS]
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The new information in the latest document was regarding the swimming pool exposure which in our case
is not really relevant. Ambika
Amblka Bathija, Ph.D.
U S . EPA, 4304T
Health and Ecological Criteria Division
Office of Science & Technology
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, bC 20460
Tel: 202-566- 1087
Fax: 202-566-1140

Patricia Hall
From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Ambtka- Was any of me iri'fontiam

.. .-

aimrent th...

Patricia Hail/QC/USEPA/US
Amblka Bathija/DC/USEP#US@EPA
11/03/200952:20 PM
Re; Fw: RE: Upcoming MDWAC Meeting

Arnbika-

Was any of the information differentthat what was in the t994 document?
Thanks,
Trish

11/03/209902;a):@

PM

